NEW FICTION TITLES FOR JUNE 2019

FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION
Alphabet Squadron by Alexander Freed
Bunny by Mona Awad
FKA USA: The Complete Unabridged and Annotated Edition by Reed King
The Hive by Orson Scott Card & Aaron Johnston
Lent by Jo Walton
Magic for Liars by Sarah Gailey
The Soul of Power by Callie Bates
Spine of the Dragon by Kevin J. Anderson

TRAVELERS by Helon Habila
The Travelers by Regina Porter
The Wisdom of Sally Red Shoes by Ruth Hogan

HISTORICAL FICTION
The Burning Chambers by Kate Mosse
City of Girls by Elizabeth Gilbert
The Electric Hotel by Dominic Smith
Haunting Paris by Mamta Chaudhry
The Last Collection by Jeanne Mackin
The Long Flight Home by Alan Hlad
Montauk by Nicola Harrison
Mrs. Everything by Jennifer Weiner
The Orphan’s Song by Lauren Kate
Paris, 7 A.M by Liza Wieland
The Porpoise by Mark Haddon
Rogue by Richard Kirshenbaum
The Spies of Shilling Lane by Jennifer Ryan
Star Path by W. Michael Gear & Kathleen O’Neal Gear
The Summer Country by Lauren Willig
Summer of ’69 by Elin Hilderbrand
The Tenth Muse by Catherine Chung
Time After Time by Lisa Grunwald

GENERAL FICTION
After the End by Clare Mackintosh
Ask Again, Yes by Mary Beth Keane
Call Your Daughter Home by Deb Spera
The Capital by Robert Menasse
The Daughters of Temperance Hobbs by Katherine Howe
The Ditch by Herman Koch
Donna Has Left the Building by Susan Jane Gilman
Evvie Drake Starts Over by Linda Holmes
A Family of Strangers by Emilie Richards
Fleishman Is in Trouble by Taffy Brodesser-Akner
The Friends We Keep by Jane Green
The Gone Dead by Chanelle Benz
The History of Living Forever by Jake Wolff
Honestly, We Meant Well by Grant Ginder
How Could She by Lauren Mechling
In at the Deep End by Kate Davies
In West Mills by De'Shawn Charles Winslow
The Islanders by Meg Mitchell Moore
Lifelines by Heidi Diehl
More News Tomorrow by Susan Richards Shreve
The Most Fun We Ever Had by Claire Lombardo
Mostly Dead Things by Kristen Arnett
My Life as a Rat by Joyce Carol Oates
On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous by Ocean Vuong
The Paper Wasp by Lauren Acampora
Patsy by Nicole Dennis-Benn
The Rosie Result by Graeme Simsion
The Safe House by Kiki Swinson
Searching for Sylvie Lee by Jean Kwok
The Stationery Shop by Marjan Kamali

MYSTERY & DETECTIVE FICTION
Aunt Dimity and the Heart of Gold by Nancy Atherton
Bite Club by Laurien Berenson
The Black Jersey by Jorge Zepeda Patterson
The Body in the Castle Well by Martin Walker
The Book Supremacy by Kate Carlisle
Conviction by Denise Mina
The Cutting Room by Ashley Dyer
The Darwin Affair by Tim Mason
The Disappearance of Alistair Ainsworth by Leonard Goldberg
A Lady’s Guide to Gossip and Murder by Dianne Freeman
Murder in Bel-Air by Cara Black
A Plain Vanilla Murder by Susan Wittig Albert
The Right Sort of Man by Allison Montclair
The Sentence Is Death by Anthony Horowitz

Titles provided from Baker & Taylor’s Booking Ahead prepublication list.
Not all titles are purchased but may be requested at Adult Services or online.

Gibson Library
100 W Lake Mead Pkwy, 89015
(702) 565-8402

Green Valley Library
2797 N Green Valley Pkwy, 89014
(702) 207-4260

Paseo Verde Library
280 S Green Valley Pkwy, 89012
(702) 492-7252

www.hendersonlibraries.com
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MYSTERY & DETECTIVE FICTION
The Shallows by Matt Goldman
This Storm by James Ellroy
Wherever She Goes by Kelley Armstrong
Whiskers in the Dark by Rita Mae Brown

ROMANCE
The Bookshop on the Shore by Jenny Colgan
The Lemon Sisters by Jill Shalvis
Lost and Found by Danielle Steel
Paranoid by Lisa Jackson
Sisters of Summer’s End by Lori Foster
The Summer Guests by Mary Alice Monroe
The Summer of Sunshine and Margot by Susan Mallery
Unleashed by Diana Palmer
Wolf Rain by Nalini Singh

STORY COLLECTIONS
Someone Who Will Love You in All Your Damaged Glory: Stories by Raphael Bob-Waksberg

SUSPENSE
All the Lost Things by Michelle Sacks
Backlash by Brad Thor
Big Sky by Kate Atkinson
The Body Lies by Jo Baker
A Dangerous Man by Robert Crais
Darkness on the Edge of Town by Adam Christopher
Dear Wife by Kimberley Belle
Fall, or Dodge in Hell by Neal Stephenson
The First Mistake by Sandie Jones
The Friend by Joakim Zander
Girl in the Rearview Mirror by Kelsey Rae Dimberg
Gone Too Long by Lori Roy
Her Daughter’s Mother by Daniela Petrova
The Last House Guest by Megan Miranda
Man of the Year by Caroline Louise Walker
A Nearly Normal Family by M. T. Edvardsson
One More Lie by Amy Lloyd
The Perfect Fraud by Ellen LaCorte
The Perfect Plan by Bryan Reardon
A Philosophy of Ruin by Nicholas Mancusi

Recursion by Blake Crouch
Rogue Strike by David Ricciardi
Skin Game by Stuart Woods & Parnell Hall
The Snakes by Sadie Jones
Some Choose Darkness by Charlie Donlea
Their Little Secret by Mark Billingham
Those People by Louise Candlish
Tom Clancy Enemy Contact by Mike Maden
Unsolved by James Patterson & David Ellis
We Were Killers Once by Becky Masterman

Titles provided from Baker & Taylor’s Booking Ahead prepublication list.
Not all titles are purchased but may be requested at Adult Services or online.
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Green Valley Library
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Paseo Verde Library
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